At present, there are two competing index calculus variants for computing discrete logarithms in (Z/pZ)* in practice. The purpose of this paper is to summarize the recent practical experience with a generalized implementation covering both a variant of the Number Field Sieve and the Gaussian integer method. By this implementation we set a record with p consisting of 85 decimal digits. With regard to computational results, including the running time, we provide a comparison of the two methods for this value of p .
Introduction
Let (G, .) be a finite group and a, b E G. If there exists x E Z, x 2 0, such that
we call the minimal x satisfying (1) the discrete logarithm of b to the base a.
In this article we consider the cyclic group G = (Z/pZ)* of the finite prime field with characteristic p . This is the group the Number Field Sieve discrete log algorithm has been designed for [6] . For ease of use we call it NFS-DL. At ANTS-I1 (1996) we presented a computation involving a 65-digit p [13] . Our latest endeavours resulted in a computation with a 85-decimal-digit p = 2q + 1 where q is prime.
As with factoring we have two different algorithms for the most difficult problem instances. On the one hand we have the Gaussian integer algorithm COS [l] , a special case of the Number Field Sieve algorithm [12] with conjectured running time L p [ i , l ] , on the other hand the NFS-DL algorithm [6, 
Sketch of the NFS Algorithm
We start by providing a rough outline how our implementation computes discrete logarithms. In the subsequent sections we will focus our attention to steps 1, 2 and 5. In step 1, a new sieving method is employed, which reduces the size of the right hand side of the discrete logarithm problem (1) . In step 2 , we were able to use Montgomery's method of finding two quadratic polynomials with small coefficients, which produces two suitable (quadratic) number rings [9] . Different from the factoring case, however, a few additional relations have to be found when applying this variation (step 5). For an explicit description of step 6, we refer the reader to [13].
1. reduce the original problem (1) 
The Reduction Step
This section is devoted to step 1 of the survey at the end of the previous section.
We are interested in reducing the original task of solving which is a B-smooth representation of t mod p. In case of x, y being bounded, the size of the numbers tested for smoothness is O(fi), as we see from Lemma 1. At the end of this section we give appropriate bounds for 2, y which lead to a relation of type (5) with probability close to 1 -l / e .
Lemmal. Let C > 0 be a constant, z , y 5 C , and f1, f 2 as in (3). Then
Proof.
Our experiments show that for p having at most 85 decimal digits, one can expect to find at least one relation which reduces the original DLP modulo p to problems where the right hand side consists of maximal ten decimal digits within acceptable time ( Let us take a look at the row corresponding to the 85-digit number. The numbers t, t' consist of 40 and 45 digits respectively, the maximal value of x is below lo7, while the maximal value of y is about lo3. So we split 47-digit and 48-digit numbers into numbers below B = 2.0 -lo'. Sieving the two polynomials fl , fi was done by using a factor base of primes below 3.5. lo7 and allowing one large prime up to 2.0.10'. So it is required that the second largest prime factor is at most 3.5 . lo7. To estimate the running time in order to find a relation satisfying these requirements, it turns out to be useful to have a look at the p function ([S]) which tells us that we can expect this to happen with probability B 
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Originally invented by Montgomery [9] , the use of two quadratic polynomials in the NFS algorithm has been exploited to achieve impressive factorizations of large integers by Elkenbracht-Huizing [4]. For discrete log problems within the currently solvable range, it turned out to be the preferred method t o the standard NFS method considered in [13], see [14] . Considering NFS it seems at first sight that at least one of the number rings should be a principal ideal ring, since computing discrete logarithms of elements requires access to elements of some number ring. Every index calculus algorithm for Z/pZ published so far satisfies this need because one of the two number rings is the principal ideal ring Z.
With a modification of a few relations, however, we can even compute discrete logarithms if both number rings have class number strictly greater than 1.
To begin with, two quadratic polynomials, which defined the auxiliary number rings, were chosen by Montgomery's method (cf. [5, section 51) as follows: The factor bases were of size 35346 and 34995 respectively. The sieving procedure was done on about 100 workstations using their idle time of 44.5 mips years. The following amount of partials was found
Here we pause only to comment on the fact that we do not get # doubles < #triples < quadruples as one would expect (the reader not interested in sieving details may skip this paragraph without loss). This is due to a slight modification of our double large prime variation. In this variation one observes that a nonnegligible part of the sieving process is factoring numbers u with L < u < L2
where L is a large prime bound. In case of u being close to L2 we have two drawbacks: Firstly, factoring u = 1112 is expensive. Secondly, I1, 12 do less likely contribute to a full relation, because the bigger the 1's are, the smaller is the probability that other relations containing the same 1 are found. The bottom line is that we want to avoid u's close to L2. We briefly sketch the way to do this. If a large prime variation gets applied, the sieving bound is changed by the amount of c . log L , where c is the number of large primes allowed. Thus, in the double large prime variation we would normally have c close to 2.0. O u r modification is to set c = 1.3. A test sieving step with this modification gives satisfying results, see table 4 -we use the usual convention of declaring the large prime relations: for example fppp denotes one large prime for the polynomial g 1 and two large primes for the polynomial 9 2 . The first observation is that we get more than half of the relations in less than 10 % of the time as denoted in the following table (sieve array z E [-600000; 600000], y E [l, 10001). The second observation is that we lose only 10 % of the worthy double large prime relations.
In order to be able to compute the logarithm of two elements with respect to 59, we define s 1 := 59, s 2 := 29, s3 := 53. By factoring g 1 ( X ) mod si and verifying that s: does not divide discgl, we know the decomposition of the si's into prime ideals These relations will be used to compute logsl s2, logsl s3 at the end of this sect ion. In the sequel we consider building the relation matrix. The partial relations resulted in 539 238 full relations by applying the cycle finding algorithm of [16] . As we merely need 70000 of them, it was advisable to pick the subset of relations which produce not too many entries in our linear system (section 2, step 6). Intuitively, the number of entries (weight) of a full relation correlates with the number of partial relations which contributes to the full relation. This assumption is confirmed by table 5. We learn from this statistics that we actually do not need to build the full relation only to find out that its weight is too high. Instead, we fix a maximal number of partials a full relation should consist of and accept this relation, when fewer partials are contributing to it. The rows of table 5 read as follows. There were 4322 fulls consisting of 2 partials. The full relation with minimal respectively maximal weight among these consisted of 28 entries respectively 44 entries. The average weight of the fulls consisting of 2 partials was 36.2. In this computation the maximal number of partials per full relation has been set to 19, eventually resulting in 158841 fulls. Adding 16 235 fulls found by the sieving step, we got a total of 175046.
In order to actually compute a solution to our DL problem, we need four solutions to eliminate additive characters, which are kept separately, and we need three solutions to produce three congruences of the form To be quite confident that the vectors ei are linearly independent over Z/qZ, we computed three additional solutions. These considerations lead to computing ten dependencies among the rows of the resulting 175046 x 70342 linear system modulo q. The linear algebra computation has been split into the following two steps: -a compactification step, which constructed a 54866 x 54856 system -the Lanczos algorithm on the parallel PARAGON machine at the KFA in Julich/ Germany within 64 hours on 64 nodes.
Due to the compactification step, the computing time for the linear algebra step was reduced by more than 30%. The reader, who is interested in the subject of minimizing the running time of a parallel Lanczos implementation by compactification, is referred to [2] .
Each solution to the linear system gives exponents e c , d of the elements c + d a~, c+dcr~, such that the power products give two q-th powers simultaneously which is the effect of modification (6): Applying p l , p2, we get three relations of type (8) from three of type (7) . for some 91, g2 E Z. From the resulting 3 x 3-system (divide the first congru-ence of (8) by the second), the logarithms of s2 and s3 with respect to s1 could be computed without difficulty.
A New COS Record
In order to get a comparison between NFS and COS, we solved another discrete log problem in the prime field of section 4 by the Gaussian-Integer method. This was achieved by configuring our NFS implementation to meet the requirements of that algorithm.
With the same 85-decimal-digit p as in section 4, we solved the discrete logarithm problem The factor bases were of size 58000 and 11981 respectively. The sieving procedure was done on 120 workstations using their idle time of about 30.6 mips years. This is faster than using NFS with two quadratic polynomials (44.5 mips years with equal total factor base size). During the sieving step the following amount of partials was collected.
Computing one dependency among the columns of the resulting 119951 x 69984 linear system modulo q was done by the following steps: Ideally, the solution of the linear system almost immediately gives the logarithm of all the factor base elements. But we did not get all of them at once, because, for the sake of efficiency, the compactification step removes some relations from the original system. Indeed, applying compactification removed 1088 factor base elements from the linear system. This caused no harm since with the aid of the full relations, the logarithms of these elements could be computed in a negligible amount of time.
In order to be able to compute logs of arbitrary elements, we extended our table of the 69981 factor base logs by creating a data base of 626419 logs of elements with norm up to lo'.
These were obtained within less than two hours on a Sparc 20 workstation from the partial relations collected during the sieving step.
The log of the element above was derived from the following identities: We could have set t l , t 2 to the numerator and the denominator of the first quotient and then proceed with the reduction of section 3. After factoring these two numbers, we observed that all logarithms of the last congruence except from the 40-digit factor have already been in our data base. Hence we carried out the reduction step for these two elements.
By applying the reduction step of section The logarithms of a prime number s, with lo7 < s < 1O1O were found by for smoothness over the factor base, where r ran through the primes of the representations of p40 and p11 with r > 719503. This consumed 1:15 min on a Sparc 20 for each r.
Concluding Remarks
Comparing the practical effectiveness of two different index calculus methods for the same prime field is a nontrivial task.
There are aspects, which seem not to be comparable. With the COS method, for instance, you can build a database of logarithms, which considerably simplifies the task of computing individual logarithms. So if one were on the way to break the implementation of a cryptographic protocol, one certainly would prefer the COS method if feasible, even if NFS-DL beat COS. This is because for each individual logarithm, NFS-DL needs solving a large linear system modulo a big prime. In theory, there is even need of repeatedly carrying out the sieving task.
Another aspect is the density of the matrix in the linear algebra step. In our 85-digit example, the comparison has not been a problem, because with COS we found a sparser system in shorter time. It is not clear immediately, how t o evaluate the algorithm if we find a sparser system; but we have t o pay for that by longer sieving time. The total (real) time here also depends on the number of available workstations that can be used for sieving.
Nevertheless, our comparison of COS and NFS-DL on computing logarithms in (Zlplz)' with a 85-digit p shows that COS is superior for this magnitude of p . A challenging project would be to determine the actual crossover point of COS and NFS-DL.
